IS YOUR TEAM ACCESSING

INDUSTRY BEST DATA & SUPPORT

TO HELP YOU MAKE
BETTER INVESTMENT DECISIONS?

Private Company Financials, Transactions & Valuations
PRODUCT OFFERINGS

Private Equity & Venture Capital Deals Database
Private Company Financials Search (CFS) Database
M&A Deals Database
Private Equity in Real Estate (PE-RE) Deal Database
Deal Digest Newsletter
Limited Partners Directory
PE/VC Trend Reports
PE-VC Funds Directories
PE/VC DEALS DATABASE

Track In-depth Transaction Data on Investments & Exits

- All PE/VC investments and exits tracked by Venture Intelligence since 1998
- Each deal typically captures the investee company, its location, Industry & Sector, investors involved, amount invested etc.
- Rich with data on private company financials and deal valuation multiples
- Sub Databases on Infrastructure, Cleantech and Impact / Social VC investments
- PE/VC exits - both by Public Markets and via M&A – including return multiples
- Directory of PE/VC funds active in India with their contact details
- PE/VC-backed Company profiles
- Aggregate PE/VC statistics
- Offline support of Venture Intelligence in providing more data on transactions
PRIVATE COMPANY FINANCIALS SEARCH (CFS) DATABASE

Financial Statements & Co. Filings Data

- P&L and Balance Sheets of over 35,000+ private limited companies
- Powerful search filters to narrow down and compare companies of interest
- Search for companies based on their industry, geography and financial information
- Filtering using growth criteria for Revenue, EBITDA or PAT
- Exportable to Spreadsheet
- Access to filings
- Index of Charges held by lenders over assets of the companies
M&A DEALS DATABASE

Transaction Data on M&A Action in India

• Inbound, Outbound & Domestic deals involving India based companies Since 2004
• Each deal typically includes the name of the target company & acquirer, their locations, Industry & Sector (of the target), transaction amount, deal date and wherever available, information on target co. financials, deal valuation and advisors to the deal
• Apart from the deal-by-deal listing, the database also provides aggregate M&A statistics
REAL ESTATE DEALS DATABASE

Transaction Data on Indian Real Estate Industry

- All Private Equity - Real Estate deals tracked by Venture Intelligence since 2006
- Real Estate M&A Transactions
- Directory of PE-RE funds active in India with their contact details
- Company Profiles of PE-RE Backed Developers
- Aggregate PE-RE statistics
- Offline support of Venture Intelligence in providing more data on transactions
DEAL DIGEST NEWSLETTERS

Be done with Daily Transaction News in just 15 Mins

- Crisp summaries Private Equity / Venture Capital Investment & Exits, IPO, M&A activity, Real Estate and Regulation in India.
- Delivered by email (Morning and Evening Edition) on all working weekdays
- Get coverage of “Deals in the Making” - i.e. Companies looking to raise funding, on the IPO path, etc.
- Also includes news on new funds being raised, executive movements, etc
- Proprietary Research & Insights on Private Equity and Venture Capital
- Get near-Real Time Whatsapp updates on news on the go
PE/VC TREND REPORTS

Get a deep dive on trends throughout the year

- Analysis of Investment and Exit Trends
- PE/VC Investments in India during the year
- Analysis by Industry & Sector
- Analysis by Stage
- Analysis by Geographical Location
- Most Active PE firms
- New Investors in India
- Fund Raising Activity
- Best Exits & Exit Trends
LIMITED PARTNERS DIRECTORY

Ultimate tool to help you with your Fund Raising

- List of 150+ Limited Partners investing in Indian Funds
- Emails & Contact Details of Relevant CXOs
- Includes available data on Investments in Indian Funds
PE-VC FUNDS DIRECTORIES

Ultimate tool to help you with your Fund Raising

- List of All Private Equity, Venture Capital and Real Estate focused PE firms actively investing in India
- Includes Contact details of Top management
- Rich with data on portfolio companies, industries and stage portfolio backed by each investor
- Custom Directories also include Chinese VCs, Japanese VCs and Other SE Asian Investors who have invested in India
GIVE YOUR TEAM THE ADVANTAGE

CONTACT US:
SALES@VENTUREINTELLIGENCE.COM
91 44 4218 5180 / 82